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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0022541A2] In a dosing method for filling cups with pourable filling materials, and a filling machine for carrying out this method, the object
of dosing the filling material more exactly than hitherto possible, and at the same time in a gentle manner, is achieved in that material which is
excessive for the beaker due to the filling amount measured out in an upstream dosing station is taken to a downstream dosing station in which the
excess filling material is at least partially stripped and dammed up, so that there is formed a downstream filling material column which increases from
the bottom, for which purpose it is mechanically provided that at least one downstream filling chamber (20, 22, 24, 26; 120, 164, 122, 124, 126) in
in each case one downstream dosing station is connected, along the path of movement of the cups (12; 112) in their direction of movement to the
pouring funnel (14; 114) arranged above an upstream filling chamber (18; 118) in an upstream dosing station, which downstream chambers each
have a chamber wall (42, 44, 46, 32; 166, 142, 144, 146, 132) which strips at least partially and dams up excess filling material from the beakers,
which wall for this purpose forms with the rotating body (10; 110) a passage (40, 48, 50, 52; 140, 168, 148, 150/152); in that the front chamber
wall (38; 138) of the first downstream filling chamber (20; 120) bounding the upstream filling chamber (18; 118) to the rear, forms with the rotating
element (10; 110) a first passage (40; 140); and in that the chamber wall (32; 132) furthest away from the pouring funnel (14; 114) comes right up
to the rotating element (10; 110) for complete stripping. In this way it is achieved that the filling operation is carried out in two or more steps under
stepwise reduced pressure, so that the cups are filled uniformly without the filling material being stressed or influenced. <IMAGE>
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